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Engineering and planning are inborn features of Caledonia’s. 
A method developed thanks to a deep knowledge of textile 
industry’s dynamics.

An integrated system that covers the entire workflow in the 
cutting-room always optimizing costs and resources.

Caledonia’s cutting-room makes use of advanced 
technologies that come across to all workers needs in 
spreading and cutting field. It has leaded by a practical 
software that allows a highly precise, practical and intuitive 
use.



Control of the machine even from far away and high level performances of spreading with any kind of 
fabrics.
The range Infinity is fitted with technologies of last generation and leaded by application software 
developed by Caledonia Engineering, that provides a practical and intuitive use to whoever operates it.
The particular electronic engineering, with close ring, guarantees the perfect control of the electric boards 
and enables the use of the absolute encoder that ensures the maintenance of the machine position and a 
possible recovery of the working cycle even after a power-loss.

USE 

Infinity is able to work with rolls of fabric with a high of selvedge from 160 till 240 cm weighing 100 kg 
with a diameter of 80 cm, with a speed of spreading till 100 mt/min.
It is able to create mattress 25 cm high (with a version H Plus) keeping a compact and ergonomic 
structure studied to maintain a comfortable work to the operator.
This model is suitable for a flat mattress production or with steps and with fixed or casual origin, with 
different kind of fabrics and can memorize different ways of spreading: half sheet/ face to face / zig- 
zag ( without replacing the cutting process)

FEATURES 
Infinity is equipped with a cradle turret with a tilting double PVC carpet that guarantees a 
homogeneous transport on the whole size/height of the fabric.
The Ballerino is electrically controlled through a system that allows the ideal stretching of the fabric in 
real time, during the spreading process.
The programming of Infinity is possible through a Touch Screen monitor with an extremely intuitive 
software interface which allows a real-time monitoring of all workflow activities, getting a detailed final 
spreading report.
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